
In order to overcome shortfalls in Bitcoin, Evan Duffield 
forked Litecoin and in January 2014, launched Xcoin. 
Following re-branding in 2015, the cryptocoin is now known 
as Dash. Its trend-setting functionality makes it a top 
contender for every day spending and a highly anticipated 
update will provide a platform for a variety of innovative 
cloud services.

ADash aims to be the most user-friendly and 
scalable payments-focused cryptocurrency in 

the world. It’s branded as ‘Digital Cash’ and it gives you 
the freedom to move your money the way you want. 
Dash is designed around a two-layer architecture that 
enables extremely quick, secure and, optionally, private, 
transactions. 
   
1 The first layer –TIER1, is a Peer-to-Peer network of 
miners that adds new blocks to the Dash chain/ledger by 
solving complex computational tasks.  2 TIER2, consists 
of masternodes, full network nodes, which ensure the 
execution of anonymous and instant transactions, and a 
decentralized management system and budget allocation. 
The operating principle is called Proof of Service.   
3 The X11 algorithm –invented by Evan Duffield, uses 
multiple rounds of 11 different hashes, thus making it 
one of the safest and more sophisticated cryptographic 
hashes in use by modern cryptocurrencies.   
4 On September 7, 2015, the first super block was added 
to the Dash blockchain (at height 332320). For the first 
time, it gave network participants a say in how funding 
is allocated and it marks the birth of the world’s first 
Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO).   
5 In 2016, Dash stake-holders voted to increase the 
Dash block size to 2MB. The vote passed within 24 hours, 
demonstrating the power of governance to quickly resolve 
a multi-year argument that eventually resulted in Bitcoin 
splitting in two.  6 The block reward is currently 2.68 
DASH.  7 Rewards are automatically split. Miners receive 
35%, Dash Masternode Owners (MNO’s) get 55% and the 
remaining 10% is distributed in a Super Block, allocated 
as budget by the Dash Treasury.  8 To ensure that the 
currency is not subject to endless inflation, the block 
reward is reduced by approximately 7.14% each 210240 
blocks (~383.25 days).  9 Dark Gravity Wave (DGW) adjusts 
the mining difficulty in each block. It makes it difficult to 
attack Dash by manipulating its hashing power.  
q DGW results in a consistent block time of 2.5 minutes. 
With a block size of 2MB, this enables ~56 transactions 
per second.  w The maximum supply of DASH is between 
17.74 million and 18.92 million and is determined by the 
actual allocated budget that is distributed to proposals that 
have been approved (passed) by the Dash DAO.   
e The main Dash emission will end in about 192 years. 
As of May, 2022, there are about 10.7 million DASH in 
circulation.  r Difficulties with the deployment of new 
features resulted in the development of sporks, a method 
of only enabling new features when enough nodes have 
been upgraded. t InstantSend allows you to make instant 
payments with low commissions. The solution works in 
the Dash masternode structure and is now the default 
form of Dash transactions. The technology enables Dash 
to compete directly with nearly instantaneous transaction 
systems such as credit cards for point-of-sale situations 
while not relying on a centralized authority.   

y The option PrivateSend uses CoinJoin technology, a 
trustless (i.e. non-custodial) method of running a sequence 
of transactions such that an observer has difficulty tracing 
transaction history.  u The way Dash is structured around 
a 2 TIER architecture, a Sybil attack becomes astronomically 
expensive to perform.  i LLMQs provide for increased 
scalability of the network by improving consensus and 
expanding the universe of potential use cases for the 
network. These quorums drastically reduce the amount 
of messages required to validate transactions, and avoid 
each individual node on the network having to store 
consensus data in-memory until a transaction is mined.  
o Dash is mathematically proven immune to 51% 
attacks. This is because of a feature called Chainlocks.  
p This is a technology, used in parallel with InstantSend, 
that creates an environment in which payments can be 
accepted immediately and without the risk of “Blockchain 
Reorganization Events”. It allows an LLMQ to sign a block 
and propagate a message to the network indicating that 
nodes should reject blocks at the same height that do not 
match the block specified by the quorum. This makes chain 
reorganizations below that block impossible.

B From the time Dash was created, it has always been a 
crypto that came up with very important innovations. 

So much so, that other cryptocurrencies started adopting or 
cloning these revolutionary and trend-setting technologies. 
For example; several cryptos now use masternodes, Firo 
has implemented Chainlocks, and the Venezuelan Petro  
–a government cryptocurrency, is a direct copy of Dash.

There are many reasons for what makes Dash special.   
1 Unknown to many, Dash was the first DAO ever created 
and is certainly one of the most successful DAO’s today, 
operating in a rich ecosystem with significant funding.   
2 Each 16616 blocks (~30.29 days) DASH dispenses 
10% of the block rewards for that month in a superblock. 
This DASH is distributed to the wallets of Dash Funded 
Organizations (DFOs) that are associated with treasury 
budget proposals which have scored highly enough to 
receive a payout.  3 One such organization is Dash Core 
Group Inc. (See D)  4 The DAO Treasury, DCG and all 
interacting participants in the Dash Ecosystem, form a 
unique complementary relationship that supplements 
the network.  5 All transactions are automatically sent 
and received instantly, and immediately confirmed by 
the network. Received DASH can be respend without 
having to wait for further confirmations.  6 While not 
compromising security and decentralization, masternodes 
and the implementation of Chainlocks, make chain 
reorganizations below a certain block impossible. Dash is 
now proven to be more secure than Bitcoin.   
7 Since the implementation of 2MB blocks, already low 
fees have been further reduced by 10X. The extremely low 
transaction costs have allowed consumers to use Dash for 
any kind of everyday purchases. Dash currently boasts a 
median transaction fee around $0.0005 (USD).   
8 Dash has an optional privacy feature that provides 
consumer-grade financial privacy by shuffling your DASH 
with other users. It uses an innovative process called 
CoinJoin to join your inputs with the inputs of at least two 
other people in a single transaction. Using CoinJoin, the 
value in DASH never leaves your wallet. You retain 
control of your money at all times.   
9 When Dash introduced masternodes, it also solved the 
famous Blockchain Trilemma. The masternodes enable 
the Dash network to scale without having to compromise 
security or decentralization. Using Dash to transact, means 

getting the speed and fungibility of fiat currency, while 
simultaneously having the lower costs, privacy, and security 
of funds of a blockchain-based network.

C The Dash Treasury funds project proposals that 
advance the Dash network and ecosystem. This 

treasury is funded by 10% of the block reward, which is a 
combination of transaction fees collected on the network 
and newly minted Dash awarded to miners for securing the 
blockchain.   
 
1 Nodes that maintain a minimum of 1000 DASH 
(masternodes) receive voting rights on how to distribute 
treasury funds. Voting on project proposals encourages 
engagement with the overall network and ecosystem, 
resulting in numerous projects being funded that advance 
Dash in terms of technology, marketing, and business 
development.  2 Proposals generally begin life as simple 
pre-proposal forum posts on the Dash Forum, where 
feedback and suggestions are solicited from the general 
community. Once the proposal owner decides they have a 
reasonable chance of passing their proposal, the Proposal 
Generator facilitates the creation of a governance object on 
the blockchain.  3 The community has gathered around 
DashCentral as a website to facilitate discussion and voting 
on proposals formally entered on the Dash blockchain.  
4 DFOs are productive and accountable, decentralized 
organizations that add value to the network.  5 (See D).  
6 (See F).  7 A solution for sending and receiving DASH 
without an internet connection. It also allows checking the 
available balance of one’s wallet. All via SMS.   
8 Establishes partnerships, leading integrations, driving 
business opportunities, creating use cases, and engaging 
media stories for Dash as well as representing Dash on 
conferences around the globe to educate people and grow 
the Dash community.  9  The Dash DAO Irrevocable 
Trust has been formed to ensure that the operations of 
DCG would be effectively controlled and governed by 
the Dash network.  q The Incubator uses its own micro-
incentive based bounty system to fund and manage the 
end-to-end delivery of a wide variety of projects proposed 
by the community.  w Forked from the Incubator, the 
Dash Marketing Hub is an open-source, blockchain-funded 
initiative that redistributes Dash issued from Superblocks 
to users who produce open-source output that forwards 
its strategy in support of the Dash Vision.  e Dash Brazil 
is a YouTube and social media project designed to reach 
Portuguese-speaking audiences in Brazil and Portugal.   
r A call center –unique to crypto, that provides 
international support to English and Spanish-speaking Dash 
users. t Not only organizations can apply for funding, but 
individuals seeking to fund their project can also submit 
a proposal to the network. By lowering the Proposal Fee 
to 1 DASH, a new Dash Core implementation offers wider 
community participation.  y Dash News; a community-
run news service covering Dash and groundbreaking 
cryptocurrency news. It’s run by industry professionals, 
committed to being the most trustworthy news resource on 
Dash and digital currency.  u Dash sponsored conferences 
around the world that help share knowledge about, crypto-
currencies and blockchain technologies.  i A tool for 
the most important operations related to registering and 
managing a masternode if the collateral is controlled by 
hardware wallets such as Trezor, Keepkey, Ledger, etc.   
o Allows businesses to accept cryptocurrency for online 
and in-store payments that are fast, cost-efficient, and 
reliable with auto conversion to ensure that there is no 
exposure to currency risks.  p Offers key statistics on 

the adoption of different versions of Dash across the 
masternode network.  a A bounty fund that pays 3rd party 
developers to flesh-out and help incubate Dash Platform 
tools, web resources, and pilot dApps.  s A program that 
allows developers to discover and resolve bugs before the 
general public is aware of such bugs, preventing incidents 
of widespread abuse.  d A full-featured Dash wallet 
and P2P client that includes InstantSend, PrivateSend, 
governance and masternode management features. It 
keeps a full copy of the blockchain and offers an RPC 
console.  f A simple and secure light wallet that supports 
masternodes, InstantSend and PrivateSend, and uses 
SPV technology to safely create transactions.  g A web 
interface that provides access to the Dash blockchain while 
still maintaining full control of your private keys. Supports 
InstantSend and PrivateSend.  h The Arizona State 
University Blockchain Research Lab ASU, created a report 
about the better storage and computation performance of 
implemented BLS signatures in Dash that use ECDSA.   
j Research conducted by The Arizona State University 
that highlights some of the scaling challenges and potential 
opportunities for the Dash blockchain.  k An ERC-20- 
wrapped token called stDASH that improves DASH’s 
liquidity and builds a bridge to access the booming DeFi 
ecosystem. l In 2018, the Dash Network sponsored top 
MMA fighter Rory MacDonald, marking likely the largest 
cryptocurrency sponsorship of an athlete to date.   
; Provides the latest press releases, media materials and 
product updates on Dash.

D DCG is a DFO with a dedicated team working for 
the Dash network that is responsible for the main 

development of Dash. Its mission is to provide greater 
financial freedom by delivering and improving financial 
solutions which are secure, reliable, decentralized, and 
usable for all. Defined in an innovative legal structure, it 
makes DCG the first network-controlled legal entity.

E The Dash DAO Irrevocable Trust, ensures the 
operations of DCG. It is effectively controlled and 

governed by the Dash network and can legally own assets 
on behalf of it. A group of annually elected Dash Trust 
Protectors (DTPs) direct the work of a Trustee, who 
runs the day to day operation of the Trust, and can 
replace him at any time. The DTPs also supervise DCG’s 
board of directors and can initiate the removal of any 
of the directors if directed by the masternodes through 
a decision proposal. 

F Formed in 2019, the Dash Investment Foundation 
(DIF) supports the network’s growth by enabling 

enforceable legal and financial arrangements between 
the Dash DAO and traditional businesses seeking 
funding from the network. The DIF can hold assets 
on behalf of the network and redeploy profits into 
additional growth-oriented projects.   
 
1 Key organizational and operational decisions are put to 
the supervisors for approval by the foundation’s directors. 
The supervisors may consist of virtually anyone trusted by 
the network to carry out supervisory duties.   
2 The main goal of the DIF is to strengthen the Dash 
blockchain and ecosystem. The fund achieves this by 
investing in companies that support the Dash ecosystem.  
3 In December 2020, the DIF announced the investment in 
Valkyrie during an initial seed round.  4 Launched in 2021 
with the primary objective to offer investors access and 
exposure to Dash in an insurable, cost-effective manner.

  5 CTX.com (formerly Dash Retail) issued equity to the DIF 
from both of its UK and Canadian corporate entities.   
6 Provides advanced algorithmic trading software for 
traders, agency and OTC desks, as well as investment 
managers.  7 An investment that allows Quandency 
crypto-asset management platform to issue a lifetime 
discount of 50%.  8 Offers a micro-insurance product to 
Brazilians, using Dash to enable verification and settlement 
in real-time.  9 CrowdNode unites smaller investors to 
achieve rewards from masternodes and enables voting 
on Dash funding proposals as well as voting for DIF 
Supervisors.  q Early investment of $150,000. Bitfy allows 
users to buy, sell, and swap crypto. It also enables users 
to spend DASH at any of the 1.5 million merchants using 
Cielo’s Point of Sale machine.   w An esports and video 
game companion application, received funding in exchange 
for 6% ownership in the venture.  e An investment of 
$100,000 in RUNE, the native settlement token of the 
THORChain DEX.  r Investment funding that resulted in 
a smooth roll-out of DashDirect, a collaboration between 
CrayPay, DCG, that enables quick spending of DASH, at a 
discount, at over 155,000 retail locations and 75+ national 
US retailer websites.

G Dash’s transaction rules are identical to Bitcoin, 
and therefore for regulatory and compliance 

purposes, Dash can and should be treated identically to 
Bitcoin.

   
1 DCG has supplemented the original Financial Crimes 
Enforcement Network with additional information with 
respect to the Notice of Proposed Rule-making, published 
on December 23, 2020, titled, “Requirements for Certain 
Transactions Involving Convertible Virtual Currency or 
Digital Assets”.  2 Dash complies with the Financial 
Action Task Force guidelines including the ‘Travel 
Rule’, this provides an advantage for businesses that 
want to use the network with legal support for future 
regulations.  3 The status of Dash as “not a security” has 
been validated by many entities, most recently the Crypto 
Rating Council which provided the best possible score of 
1.0, equivalent to the score for Bitcoin. The score takes into 
account various points within the Howey Test to conclude 
that Dash has few characteristics that are consistent with 
being a security.  4 Similar to Bitcoin, Dash’s private 
transactions are optional and offer greater transparency 
and less risk than Bitcoin with regards to privacy.

H Traditional cryptocurrency exchanges work much 
the same as a stock exchange, with buyers and 

sellers trading based on the current market price of the 
cryptocurrency. The exchange acts as the middle-man, 
usually charging a fee for each transaction.   
 
1 Peer-to-peer exchanges allow people to trade crypto 
directly with each other. Buyers and sellers can settle 
trades on their own terms.  2 The FastPass designation 
recognizes partner services which provide an enhanced 
user experience within the Dash trading ecosystem 
by integrating InstantSend, ChainLocks or offering 
a unique service for traders. It helps you leverage the 
speed of Dash across exchanges and platforms with Dash 
features enabled to maximize your ROI. With FastPass, a 
trader can complete routine deposits or withdrawals in 
seconds, instead of hours or more.

I A wide range of Dash mobile and desktop wallets are 
available, each with different features and security.

J Learn about Dash on a deeper level. Explore, discuss and 
share new ideas and skills. Engage with the community 

and work together to spread the news. 

K Several Dash community initiatives offer masternode 
hosting services. This service can be realized securely 

without the customer ever giving up control of the 1000 
DASH required for collateral.

L Spend your DASH at thousands of retailers and services. 
One noteworthy mention is the groundbreaking 

DashDirect consumer app, allowing for DASH to be 
accepted at over 155,000 Retail Locations. A recent 
addition even offers the ability to use a debit Mastercard at 
over 10 million US merchants.

M Payment Processors provide a simple and quick 
way to begin accepting payments without any 

development skill required. Custody and API Providers 
enable blockchain interactions typically used by larger 
merchants and service providers.

N Staking has been known in the crypto-world as a 
viable way to make a passive income on holding digital 

assets. It’s basically the process of holding cryptocurrency in 
order to verify transactions as well as support the network. 
In return, a user who participates in staking receives a 
reward.

O These enable blockchain interactions typically used by 
larger merchants and service providers.

P Provides cost-effective and easy-to-use platforms to 
comply with local tax reporting requirements.

Q Having both a network-funded core development 
group and teams of independent developers, Dash 

is continuously evolving, improving and expanding its 
innovative network functionality and capabilities.

  1 Dash Platform is a technology stack for building 
decentralized applications on the Dash network.   
2 A decentralized API for Dash.  3 Dash Platform 
Protocol describes serialization and validation rules for 
the platform’s 3 core data structures: data contracts, 
documents, and state transitions.  4 Dash Platform 
Name Service is a service used to register names on 
Dash Platform.  5 Decentralized Storage.  6 A rapidly 
growing list of decentralized applications created by 
Incubator developers.  7 At its core, DashPay is a data 
contract that enables a decentralized application that 
creates private bidirectional direct settlement payment 
channels between identities. It enables an improved 
Dash wallet experience with features that include User 
Centric Interaction, Easy Payments, Payment History and 
Payment Participant Protection. 8 A decentralized Twitter 
alternative dApp.  9 An account-free Signal and Facebook 
Messenger alternative. q A Dash-Thorchain integration 
for decentralized cross-chain liquidity, swaps, lending, and 
saving with no KYC.


